By DAVID CRUZ

Nathalia Fernandez was used to working behind the scenes. Now she’s front and center.

Fernandez secured her victory at the April 24 special election for the 80th Assembly District seat, allowing her to soundly defeat Republican challenger Gene DeFrancis, founder of the Allerton International Merchants Association. Fernandez, winning by more than 1500 to DeFrancis’s 300 (official numbers by the Board of Elections won’t be available for a few weeks) now succeeds her former boss, former Assemblyman Mark Gjonaj.

Her win automatically makes her the district legislator serving Norwood, parts of Bedford Park, Allerton, Pelham Parkway, Morris Park, and Van Nest. Fernandez’ position as Gjonaj’s chief of staff exposed her to those communities.

“I am so honored and so humbled,” said Fernandez, reading from prepared remarks in a soft spoken tone.

She spoke to supporters at an election night party held at Maestro’s Caterers.
IN THE PUBLIC INTEREST

State Strong-arming Park Reservoir Houses Into Loan, Tenants

By DAVID CRUZ

Rosa Perez, 61, a retired social worker, has called Park Reservoir Houses (PRH) home for the last 30 years calling it a “hidden gem of the city.” Like all cooperators, she pays her monthly maintenance fees for the state-funded Mitchell-Lama complex in Van Cortlandt Village.

But those fees could skyrocket by 100 percent if the state Department of Housing and Community Renewal (DHCR), which regulates Mitchell-Lama buildings, gets its way.

“Many have spoken to me indicating that they will need financial support from their family and friends to make up the difference of the proposed increases because of DHCR delays,” said Perez, in an email to the Norwood News. “Many have spoken about having to move and/or request transfers to smaller apartments.”

The increase stems from a $15 million loan the cooperative’s board of directors approved to secure and earmark for a massive top-down renovation of the near 60-year residence. As part of the state-backed Mitchell-Lama program, PRH offers affordably priced rentals and co-ops to middle-income New Yorkers. As a board, the body can dictate how it finances its projects.

But just what type of loan both sides want is where the wrench has been thrown.

Interest Rates

Andrew Kimerling, the board’s president, ran the numbers. As an accountant, Kimerling suggested that a so-called 10/30 loan at a 30-year amortization rate of four percent would be the best cost-saving measure for cooperators. That loan would set up a balloon payment to be satisfied 10 years from the time the loan is secured, meaning coopers will pay a small upfront charge, which Kimerling calculated at $90 per room. The current rate is $15 per room. The board approved for the loan application, despite DHCR believing it’s too risky.

Still, the board took their proposal and was met with resistance by DHCR Commissioner RuthAnne Visnauskas, suggesting a 30/30 loan with a $1 million subsidy loan attached instead.

The catch? The board would have to give up its right to determine whether to stay in the Mitchell-Lama program. Boards of directors usually reserve that right should they want to privatize.

“The board determined that it alone should not make a decision that would have such a substantial and long-term effect on future generations of Park Reservoir cooperators,” wrote Kimerling in a letter to cooperators.

As the months go on, so does the increase in the four percent interest rate. “Unfortunately, until the state has its conference with the cooperators and then approves the loan, we cannot lock in our rate,” wrote Kimerling in his letter.

It’s unclear what prompted Visnauskas to attach these conditions. State-operated Mitchell-Lama cooperatives have steadily exited the program, with not a single Mitchell-Lama residence built in the last few years. This has caused waiting lists for a Mitchell-Lama apartment to jump, leaving it harder for middle class earners to easily secure an apartment.

By opting out of the program, cooperators in Mitchell-Lama residences can sell their apartments at a market rate price should they have satisfied the mortgage, Gary Axelbank, vice president of the board, emphasized that the board’s decision to opt out has nothing to do with the option of selling at market rate.

Politics at Play?

Kimerling suspects political forces at play. Visnauskas is an appointee of (continued on page 8)
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With the naming of Stan Brezenoff as interim chairman of the New York City Housing Authority (NYCHA), we asked residents at local housing complexes the specific problems in their buildings and solutions to the bureaucracy of living in a city-run housing complex.

CB7 Chair Steps Down From Role, Pledges to Remain Member

By DAVID CRUZ

Adaline Walker-Santiago, the chair of Community Board 7 who brought a cheerleading style to her leadership, unexpectedly resigned on April 17. In her announcement to members and the general public at the latest community board meeting, Walker-Santiago pledged to remain a member of the north Bronx board. Her resignation as chair is effective April 30.

But sources tell the Norwood News Walker-Santiago was forced out over years of forging poor relationships with the board’s string of district managers.

Shortly after her announcement, Walker-Santiago told the Norwood News that her decision to step down stemmed largely from freeing up her time. She said she plans to travel abroad, spend more time with family, and focus more on her professional background as a life coach.

For the last five years, Walker-Santiago served as chair of the board covering Norwood, Bedford Park, Kingsbridge, Fordham, and University Heights. She succeeded Paul Foster, a former board member. In her time, Walker-Santiago has hosted numerous public events, including a summit on synthetic marijuana, a women’s empowerment event, and an honorary brunch for military veterans, while praising her members for their volunteer service to community.

But a source familiar with Walker-Santiago’s reasons for resigning said her decision was also prompted by political pressure from Councilman Ritchie Torres, who told her to step down following her relationships with the last previous district managers. Walker-Santiago is a Torres appointee.

Torres, through a spokesperson, denied the charge. “I applaud the public service of Adaline Walker-Santiago, whose resignation was ultimately a personal decision. As to your question, I am in charge of overseeing investigations in New York City government. I am a busy man, as you might imagine, and I have neither the time nor the inclination to micromanage the affairs of local community boards,” Torres wrote in his statement.

Walker-Santiago said the same, deferring to her prepared remarks she made at the general board meeting.

Sources told the Norwood News that Walker-Santiago made unreasonable demands of her district managers and was unwilling to give them credit on accomplishments they made.

Community board chairs are not, though they direct the actions of the district manager, a salaried administrator who serves at the pleasure of the board. Walker-Santiago’s powers extend beyond the board. As the sitting chair of a board where the Kingsbridge Armory is located, Walker-Santiago was allowed to choose members of the Kingsbridge National Ice Center’s Community Advisory Committee. Barbara Stronczek, the board’s first vice chair, will assume the role of chair until the board votes in a new chair.

As for Walker-Santiago’s successor, a decision will likely be made in June after members nominate interested candidates at the May general board meeting. Among those considering to run is Jean Hill, a member who serves as chair of the Land Use, Housing & Zoning Committee.

Additional reporting by Jose A. Giralt
**Fordham Fire Guts Seven Stores**

**By DAVID GREENE**

It took four hours and nearly 200 firefighters to knock out a massive blaze that destroyed seven businesses in Fordham. Fire officials say the blaze broke out at 5:28 a.m., on April 24, inside JaveMTS Income Tax, at 316 E. 194th St., between Marion and Bainbridge avenues. The blaze then spread to stores on either side of the income tax business, gutting the Spin City Laundromat, 3 Sisters Pizza, Marion Pharmacy, the Unisex Barbershop, the Hnos Perez Beauty Salon, and the Fu Wang Chinese Restaurant. Plumes of smoke spread across the neighborhood, permeating neighboring Kingsbridge Heights. A short time later the roof of the Marion Pharmacy and Laundromat collapsed.

In the final hour of the blaze, firefighters had evacuated the supermarket and were attempting to defend the structure from the roaring flames. The fire was eventually brought under control at 9:22 a.m.

A developer making interior renovations to a section of property that could become a state-of-the-art mini-mall, may have gotten assistance from Mother Nature as a wind and rainstorm brought down a section of the building’s facade and roof.

No injuries were reported in the April 16 collapse. The affected shops, which include the now closed Miramar Grocery and Botanica along Hull Avenue have been closed for more than a year.

The property was recently purchased by Brooklyn developer Transition Acquisitions, which was looking for several chain stores to sign leases, before turning the dilapidated 75-year-old building into a two-story mini-mall.

According to the Department of Building’s (DOB) records, “DOB inspectors observed that the building suffered a partial roof and exterior wall collapse to the adjacent sidewalk. The owners of the building have permits for the interior renovation of the building—and the project was already under way at the time of the collapse.”

According to the DOB, the owner received a violation for failing to maintain the building and was ordered to install a construction barrier around the property and hire a structural engineer to perform emergency work to stabilize the building.

DOB also issued a full vacate order of the entire property, forcing the lone tenant, MetroPCS, out of the building.

**Bailey Has Plan to Fix SHSAT Entrance**

Low-income students with dreams of attending one of New York City’s specialized high schools will finally have an equal shot at admittance if new legislation is passed.

State senators Jamaal T. Bailey, representing Norwood, and his colleague Toby Ann Stavisky introduced a legislative package geared at widening diversity in specialized schools by making the admission process more equitable.

Black and Latino students accounted for only 11 percent of those admitted to specialized high schools in 2016, despite making up 68 percent of the city’s entire student body.

According to the Department of Education (DOE) admissions data, black and Latino students account for just eight percent the Bronx High School of Science’s 2016 student body, down from 19 percent in 2003.

According to Bailey and Stavisky, low-income middle schoolers can’t afford expensive prep courses for the Specialized High School Admissions Test (SHSAT), putting them at a disadvantage compared to wealthier students. The bill would also target the disproportionate levels of pre-test tutoring between black and Latino students, and Asian-American students, who have the highest rate of admittance to specialized schools.

The lack of economic and racial diversity in specialized high schools has personal implications for Bailey and Stavisky, who both attended Bronx Science High School. “Attending Bronx Science opened many doors that led to my success. Income status and ethnic background should not be factors of whether a student has the opportunity to attend these schools,” said Bailey.

The proposed bill would create a pre-SHSAT exam to prepare students for the real test, along with expanding test prep initiatives like the DREAMSHSI (Specialized High Schools Institute) and the Discovery Program, which are geared toward low-income students yet are not widely available or publicized throughout the public school system.

The bill would also establish a diversity commission to monitor the fairness of admissions policies and programs.
Norwood News Wins Four Prizes at Statewide Contest

By the NORWOOD NEWS

The Norwood News took home four prizes this year at the New York Press Association (NYPA), the best number in recent memory.

David Cruz, editor-in-chief of the paper, took home a First Place prize in the News Story category at the Better Newspaper Contest, for his piece on rent histories questioned by a nonprofit housing advocacy group. The story was written in March. Judges called the story “fundamental reporting at its best.”

Though the prize put him at the top, it was Adi Talwar’s Third Place award for Photographer of the Year that stood out. Talwar beat out 17 other photographers across the state to make it to the top three. He also won Third Place for Photographer of the Year in 2016.

“We are so proud of Adi for going above and beyond the duties of a photographer, and treating every picture as a work of art,” said Cruz.

The judges at NYPA said Talwar “did a great job of turning everyday events into images you wanted [to] dive deeper into.” Among Talwar’s photos submitted for this event included portraits of a well-known homeless man in Norwood, the new principal of St. Philip Neri School, and a landscape shot of East 194th Street, an area for opioid use.

He was also awarded a Third Place prize for Best Feature Photo, which captured moments that happened during Community Board 7’s annual Holiday Lighting event. The submitted entry included a child gazing at the colorful lights of the holiday tree.

The fourth award the Norwood News won included an Honorable Mention prize in the Sport News category for its coverage of the Bronx Lebanon Hospital shooting rampage that happened on July 2.

NYPA is the largest trade organization for newspapers across the state. Organizers said 156 newspapers submitted 2,783 entries.
By NIA LL RID GLEY

Luis Diaz, a Bronx resident, is overjoyed as he shakes Councilman Andrew Cohen’s hand. He asks for a picture, saying, “I want to show people that, you know, I know big people.”

A photo was snapped at Unique People Services (UPS), located at 3510 Bainbridge Ave. Diaz has been getting assistance there since 2014. He’s since moved into a role as a pantry volunteer.

Diaz put the need for pantries in clear terms, saying, “It’s more than just food, it’s being aware.”

The Bainbridge UPS pantry was founded in 2009 and operates via discretionary funds from the New York City Council and donations from the Food Bank of New York and United Way.

Cohen’s visit served to demonstrate the importance of the UPS program as well as to introduce himself to residents, like Diaz, who comprise its backbone. “I try to support people who are helping themselves and helping the community,” said Cohen. “That’s really been my charge and I am going to keep doing it.”

Cohen recently allocated funds for Moshulu Montefiore Community Center’s first-ever food pantry. His visit and donation to MMCC comes as the Bronx remains the hungriest borough, according to a 2017 report by New York City-based Hunger Free America.

Funding, not demand has been the challenge for local pantries. The UPS pantry has seen its number of recipients steadily rise. “We [now] feed around 1500 people annually from our food pantry – and we are relatively small,” said Yvette Brissett-André, UPS executive director.

Putting the growth in perspective, distribution has grown from 20 to 200 bags per month since the pantry’s opening, according to Michael Ealy, UPS director of mental health services. Originally, the UPS program’s goal was to improve recipients’ diets, but now they serve to address the broader issue of hunger in the Bronx. They recognize that, for some, the pantry is a matter of survival.

Diaz is acutely aware of this necessity, being both a recipient and a volunteer. “Without the pantries, he says, “a lot of people would go starving. They probably will do bad things to get money, to meet their needs.”

“You got a lot of kids out there that are really starving,” added Diaz. “They go to school hungry. Please come and donate. We need all the help we can get for people everywhere.”

Brissett-André and Ealy emphasize that donations of either food or money are more than welcome. Any size donation helps. The pantry is also looking to move to a larger space where more food could be stored, meeting the increasing demand. UPS is hoping a local church would like to partner with UPS and host a larger version of the pantry.

Editor’s Note: Interested donors can reach UPS at www.uniquepeopleservices.org or at (718) 231-7711 and ask for Brissett-André or Ealy. The pantry is open from 11 a.m. to 3 p.m. Monday through Wednesday.
Bag It!

Dog Waste Bag Stations Placed Along Moshulu Parkway

By DAVID CRUZ

There won’t be many excuses not to pick up after your dog on Moshulu Parkway going forward.

The Parks Department says 16 dog waste bag stations have been installed across the 1.2-mile walkable greenway by the New York City Parks Department. The stations contain clean plastic bags intended for dog owners to pick up after their pooches. A Parks Department spokesperson said the installation project was finalized two weeks ago costing roughly $400.

“This will be a perfect opportunity now for us to educate the public even further,” wrote Elizabeth Quaranta, president of Friends of Moshulu Parkland, a volunteer advocacy group for the park side of the parkway, in a letter to the Parks Department outlining her thanks.

“We are concerned that the purpose of having the dog waste bag stations is not completed unless it has a bin attached to it so people can throw the used baggie near the pole,” Quaranta told the Norwood News. “We still have the issue of people leaving the used doggie bag on the sidewalk or thrown in the parkland.”

According to Quaranta, the Parks Department told her there’s simply not enough manpower to have any containers picked up on a weekly basis.

Through a Parks Department spokesperson, the agency’s First Deputy Commissioner Liam Kavanagh said in a statement to the Norwood News, “These dispensers will encourage dog owners to be responsible and keep their neighborhood parks clean for other park goers.”

Housing Advocates Alert Tenants of Right to Counsel

By MARTIKA ORNELLA

The citywide effort to spread word on the city’s Right to Counsel (RTC) law continued at Monroe College on April 12 by a coalition pushing for greater awareness of the law.

The Right to Counsel NYC Coalition (RTCNYC) brought a cadre of lawyers and activists under one roof for the town hall, warning residents of the unscrupulous methods some landlords employ to evict tenants. The Right to Counsel law was enacted last year, offering low-income New Yorkers legal representation in the ever chaotic housing court.

Tenants attending housing court because of a nonpayment notice or those being sued by landlords must show up to court, where non-profit legal aid attorneys hired by the city are available for legal counsel.

Those eligible for RTC in the Bronx must:

• Live within Bronx zip codes 10457, 10467, and 10468
• Earn under $24,000 annually for individuals, and under $50,000 for four-person families
• Have received an eviction notice or are being sued by their landlord
• Have an individual annual income in Norwood under $22,000, making most local residents eligible for legal counsel under RTC.

The passage of RTC was a major win for housing rights advocates and low-income tenants. At the town hall, RTCNYC stressed how important it is for low-income tenants to seek legal counsel, especially when up against landlords who can afford to have seasoned lawyers backing them.

Among the tips advocates also gave tenants is holding off on signing any document they’re presented with in court without legal representation.

Being without legal representation could increase one’s chances of getting a judgment filed against them in housing court, which can negatively impact credit reports, making it difficult to apply for a loan or get an apartment.

New York City is the first in the country to offer right to counsel to low-income tenants in housing court. While currently only available to select zip codes within the five boroughs, RTC is set to be implemented citywide by 2020.

The RTCNYC Coalition also offers consultation to tenants being harassed by landlords, or those with home repair issues.

Editor’s Note: Bronx residents can call (929) 252-7681 to find out if they’re eligible for counsel. They can also visit www.evictionfreenyc.org for more information.

Mitchell–Lama Squabbles

(continued from page 2)

Governor Andrew Cuomo, who is in the middle of running for re-election. With the preservation of affordable housing championed by New Yorkers given the state of affordable housing across the city, preserving the stock of Mitchell-Lama housing is politically tactful, whether PRH likes it or not.

“Governor Cuomo is trying to lock in all Mitchell-Lamas into staying under state supervision so he can claim just how much he has done to maintain affordable housing throughout New York State. Until his new DHCR commissioner came aboard last fall, DHCR had no problem approving 10/30 loans. The playing field has now been artificially changed. And the state is offering subsidy loans as the hook to keep Mitchell-Lamas in the system for another 20 to 30 years,” Kimerling told the Norwood News.

Sally Dunford, executive director of West Bronx Housing, which advocates for fair housing, said DHCR’s headstrong position is politically motivated, but doesn’t “mean that it’s not a good policy.” “Mitchell-Lama has proven itself to be a really good program and a great place where middle class and working class people can live and develop communities,” said Dunford. “The communities we’ve seen in the Bronx—where you look at Park Reservoir, for example, or look at Concourse Village—and you can see it’s fairly decent housing at a decent price and [that’s] something that the Bronx increasingly needs.”

Cuomo has favored Mitchell-Lama preservation, setting aside $30 million in 2017 for the program. Monies were earmarked for loans to Mitchell-Lama residences.

Even if the board accepted the terms, the upfront fees would be too much for cooperators. Instead of the $20 fee per room, cooperators would be expected to pay $30 per room, according to Kimerling’s estimates.

“While I understand why the folks at Park Reservoir are uneasy about this, I do think it’s part of something that is part of the greater good of the community,” said Dunford. “So I understand why the state’s doing it.”

A DHCR spokesperson said in a statement that the agency’s “mission is to ensure the long-term financial viability and affordability of Mitchell-Lama developments. That hasn’t changed and will not change.”
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FIVE MILITARY VETERANS were recognized for their accomplishments at Community Board 7’s Veterans Brunch Awards, held at Herbert H. Lehman College on April 20. Honored this year were Nestor Cabrera, US Army and Navy; Petty Officer Doug Condit, US Navy; Claude Copeland, US Army; Marisa Estrella, US Army; and NYPD officer Crystal Reveron, US Army. Honorees were presented with an American eagle-designed award. Supporters of the event included Golden Crust and Applebee’s as well as several local elected officials. Photos are by David Greene.

CB7 Veterans Brunch

NYPD OFFICER CRYSTAL Reveron, a veteran of the US Army, with her son outside Herbert H. Lehman College shortly after the event.

MARISA ESTRELLA, US ARMY veteran serving as a specialist and Chaplin Assistant, holds up her honor.
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The Bronx Salad is Tossed in Battle to Reverse Health Outcomes

The Norwood News, WFUV, BronxNet TV complete their five-part series profiling food insecurity across the Bronx.

“I have high hopes for the Bronx Salad,” Phojanakong said. He added that the most important aspect of the Bronx Salad isn’t how many salads are sold, but the prospect of changing the community’s overall health.

The Bronx Salad is part of the eNot62 initiative, a response to the Robert Wood Foundation’s 2016 study that ranked the Bronx the unhealthiest county in New York.

A Growing Food Desert
Dr. Sean Lucan, an associate professor at Albert Einstein College of Medicine, has conducted several research projects about the food environment in the Bronx. Lucan said there is a stark contrast in the availability of healthy foods in the Bronx compared to other boroughs like Manhattan.

“You can find calories in the forms of things to eat and drink almost anywhere you go, but the percentage of those items that are healthful or good choices vary,” Lucan said. “These are oftentimes the only things that are available.”

Lucan said that food options often have a direct effect on health outcomes. During his 15 years practicing medicine in the Bronx, Lucan observed extremely high levels of obesity lead to illnesses like diabetes. “Obesity rates are going up, and the rates of diet-related diseases that are linked to obesity are also on the increase,” Lucan said.

A 2014 study conducted by the Food Bank of New York City found that 250,000 residents in the Bronx are food insecure, meaning they don’t have reliable access to enough affordable, nutritious food.

BronxWorks is working to change that. It partners with three community centers to bring healthy choices to elementary and middle school students in afterschool programs. Rachel Gill, a kitchen manager at BronxWorks, said a big part of creating initiatives like the Bronx Salad is to improve the community’s overall health by offering “a recognizable healthy choice that also [represents] the flavor of the community.”

Healthy Food Exposure
Gill said exposing kids to healthy food at a young age will increase the chances of them making healthy food choices as adults. She said kids are more impressionable than adults, so it’s easier to change bad eating habits early.

Right now, the Bronx Salad is sold in a dozen bodegas and eateries. The salad is also served at a number of community centers with the help of nonprofit organizations like BronxWorks.

Gill said another challenge is ensuring that healthy foods like the Bronx Salad are more readily available to the community. “This stuff isn’t available everywhere,” she said, “so part of what BronxWorks does is advocate and put on lots of programming to increase access to healthy choices like the Bronx Salad.”

Gill said getting adults to choose to buy the Bronx Salad is another issue. For some people, it’s about not having enough time or money to eat better. The Bronx Salad is offered for free at several community centers and dozens of school cafeterias. The Mott Haven Bar and Grill sells the Bronx Salad for $13.95.

Gill said the best hope for the Bronx to change their rank on the Robert Wood Foundation’s study is to invest community efforts in developing initiatives focused on the next generation.

Kehlani Muhammad, a fifth grade student, is enrolled in one of BronxWorks afterschool programs. She said that she eats the Bronx Salad almost every day. Kehlani said that after learning all about the salad and making it herself, she would gladly choose the Bronx Salad over a bag of chips.

“It’s very healthy for you, and it’s also that it could help you grow stronger,” Kehlani said.
In 2018 there are almost 10,000 New Yorkers on the list waiting for an organ donor. Living donation of a liver or kidney from family, friends and even anonymous individuals offers the best chance for patients to reduce waiting time and improve success of transplants.

What is Living Donation?
Everyone should register to be an organ donor in the event of death, but becoming a live donor is actually an opportunity to save a life while you are still living. To be considered, potential donors must be adults over 18 and in good health. Medical conditions that may prevent safe donation include uncontrolled high blood pressure, diabetes, cancer, HIV, hepatitis, acute infections, or mental illness.

Living donation is not covered by your donor registration card and must be considered personally and discussed directly with a transplant center. Living organ donation surgery was developed as a way to address the critical shortage of deceased donors.

Of those awaiting a donor organ, 82 percent of patients waiting are in need of a kidney and 13 percent of patients waiting are in need of a liver. Living donation offers an alternative for individuals awaiting transplantation from a deceased donor and increases the existing organ supply, saving more lives.

If you are considering being a living donor, it is critical to gather as much information as you can from various sources.

Directed Donation
In a directed donation, the donor names the specific person to receive the organ. This is the most common type of living donation. The donor may be a biological relative, a biologically unrelated person who has a personal or social connection with the transplant candidate, such as a spouse or significant other, a friend or a coworker, or a biologically unrelated person who has heard about the transplant candidate’s need.

Non-Directed Donation
In non-directed donation, the donor does not know the recipient in advance and does not name the specific person to receive the organ they are donating. The match is arranged based on medical compatibility with a patient in need.

Some non-directed donors choose never to meet their recipient. In other cases, the donor and recipient may meet at some time, if they both agree, and if the transplant center policy permits it.

Paired Donation
Paired donation involves two pairs of living kidney donors and transplant candidates who do not have matching blood types. The two candidates “trade” donors so that each candidate receives a kidney from a donor with a compatible blood type.

To help someone through living donation, talk to him or her and the transplant program where the person is listed. To be a non-directed living donor, contact a transplant center to find out if they have this type of donation program.

Editor’s Note: Tina Block, RN, BSN, is director of transplant services for Montefiore-Einstein Center for Transplantation. For more information, contact Donate Life at www.donatelife.net and/or the United Network for Organ Sharing at www.unos.org.
Classifieds

Professional Directory

PEDIATRIC SERVICES

Tiga Pediatrics
3510 Bainbridge Ave., Suite 5, Bronx, NY 10467. Ages 0-26 years. General Practice, Obesity, Asthma, ADHD. Open Monday-Friday 9 a.m. - 8 p.m. and Saturday 9 a.m. - 12 p.m. (718) 881-8999.

COMPUTER SERVICES

Computer Repair
Upgrade, troubleshooting, laptop overheats, cracked screen, broken power jack, virus removal, data recovery. Call James (646) 281-4475, (718) 324-4332.

RELIGIOUS SERVICES

Epiphany Lutheran Church
A PLACE OF GRACE IN NORWOOD, 3127 Decatur Ave., Bronx, NY
Phone: (718) 652-6839   Web Site: www.epiphanybx.org
WORSHIP - Sundays at noon BIBLE STUDY - Wednesday nights at 7 p.m.
THRIFT SHOP - Fridays and Saturdays from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m.
Member of the Evangelical Lutheran Church in America God’s work – our hands

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY


Kancellas Travel & Tours

Book Your Vacation With Us!!!
Saturday, May 26, 2018: Resort Casino, Atlantic City $46 pp includes Bonus!
Sunday, June 3, 2018: Medieval Times & Tournament: Lyndhurst, NJ $109 pp includes lunch & shopping at the mall!
Saturday, July 7, 2018: Live on Stage “Jesus” at Sight & Sound Theatre in Lancaster, Pa. $79 pp includes admission, lunch and tour!
Friday, July 20, 2018: Weekend Tour to Niagara Falls & Toronto Canada. $429 pp includes Hotel: Days Inn & Suite; breakfast & tour. Near all attractions! (All depart from 940 Southern Blvd & 163rd St., Bronx NY)

FOR RESERVATIONS, TICKETS & BROCHURES CALL:
KANCELLA TOURS             (347) 405-2017
EDDIE ROSA               (718) 757-5485 OR
EMAIL Kancellatours191@yahoo.com

FOLLOW US ONLINE
WWW.NORWOODNEWS.ORG
Free Graffiti Cleanup
“Guerinos Against Graffiti” is offering one military veteran free graffiti removal in honor of Memorial Day. Those eligible be a US military veteran who was honorably discharged and wounded in combat. Applicants must submit their photo standing next to their property. Send submissions to ssg.nag@gmail.com. For more information, call (718) 600-2570.

Free Immigration Service
West Bronx Housing, 220 E. 204th St., provides free basic immigration services. They offer application assistance for citizenship, permanent residence Green Card applications, renewals, and other basic services. Clients can bring an interpreter, if necessary. For more information, call (718) 798-0929 to make an appointment and to answer your immigration questions.

Excelsior Scholarship
Applications for the Excelsior Scholarship are now open for new applicants pursuing a college degree at city- or state-funded colleges/universities for the 2018-19 academic year. Eligible candidates must be New York State residents, take 30 credits per year (including summer and winter sessions), a family whose annual household income is below $110,000, and be on track to graduate on time with an associate’s degree in two years or a bachelor’s degree in four years. Applications will be accepted through July 23. For more information, and to apply, go to https://www.hesc.ny.gov/excelsior/.

Owning a Home Workshop
University Neighborhood Housing Program offers a free workshop for Bronx residents interested in buying a home for the first time. Review your credit, savings, and income with bank staff and financial advisors, obtain a mortgage pre-approval, create a homeownership plan, and learn about special lending and grant programs for first-time homebuyers, May 1 from 6 to 8 p.m. at Concourse House, 2751 Grand Concourse (196th Street). For more information and to RSVP, call (718) 933-2539/3101.

S.A.F.E. Disposal
Bronx residents can safely dispose potentially harmful household items marked DANGER, WARNING, POISON, or CAUTION at the 2018 SAFE Disposal event on May 5 at the Orchard Beach Parking Lot from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m., rain or shine. The city Sanitation Department will accept automotive products, personal care items, thermometers, and electronics such as computers, televisions and printers. For more information, call 311 or visit www.nyc.gov/safedisposal.

BronxNet Nosotros Program Profiles Bronx Judge

By MARTIKA ORNELLA
Judge Llinet Rosado sat down with Yeila Lluberes of BronxNet’s Nosotros on April 25 at 9:30 p.m. The pair discussed Rosado’s journey from having grown up in housing projects on the Lower East Side to her election as a Bronx County Civil Court judge.

Rosado was born in the Dominican Republic and immigrated to the United States as a young child. She worked at the Bronx Legal Aid Society and as a family law attorney. Nosotros is a Spanish language program that profiles prominent members of the Bronx community, with in-depth discussions meant to inspire and connect. Rosado’s Nosotros episode aired during BronxNet programming on Channel 67 for Optimum viewers and on Channel 33 for Verizon Fios. BronxNet is an independent nonprofit public access television program that aims to encourage community growth through media literacy.

Editor’s Note: For more on Nosotros and its schedule of reruns, visit www.bronxnet.org.
**EDITOR’S PICK**

**Free Concert at NYPL**

The Bronx Library Center, 310 E. Kingsbridge Rd., presents Sonida Costeño Trio in Concert, featuring Latin music, April 28 at 2:30 p.m. For more information, call (718) 579-4244/46/57 or visit www.nypl.org.

**Onstage**

Lehman College’s Center for the Performing Arts, 250 Bedford Pk. Blvd., W., presents the following concerts: **Bobby Valentine**, performing Latin music, with his orchestra, April 28 at 8 p.m. (tickets: $30 to $75; $125 VIP includes orchestra seats, pre-concert drinks and hors d’oeuvres at 6:30 p.m.); **Texture Man**, presented by Festival of Praise, featuring a variety of performers, April 29 at 6 p.m. in the Concert Hall (tickets: $35 to $100); and **Hip-Hop Fever**, featuring a variety of performers, May 5 at 8 p.m. (tickets: $45 to $60). For more information, call (718) 960-8533.

Lehman College, 250 Bedford Pk. Blvd., W., presents a variety of free events including music and dance, from May 2 to 20. For details of dates and performances, call the Music Department at (718) 960-8247.

The Bronx Zoo presents **Boogie Down**, featuring a variety of performers and artists; hip-hop, dub wop and salsa music; art, dance, food, and more, weekends May 5 through June 3 including Memorial Day. For more information, call (718) 367-1010.

Riverdale Choral Society presents **American Made From Brooklyn to Riverdale**, featuring music of American composers, May 6 at 3 p.m. at Christ Church Riverdale, 5030 Henry Hudson Pkwy. (West 252nd Street). Tickets: $25. For more information, call (718) 543-2219.

Hostos Community College, 450 Grand Concourse, presents **free concert, The Dream Unfinished: An Activist Orchestra**, April 28, in the Repertory Theatre at the Hostos Center for the Arts & Culture at 11:30 a.m., preceded by a pre-performance arts workshop at 10:30 a.m. (tickets are required). Also scheduled are **Gender of Attraction**, romantic comedy performed by the Hostos Repertory Company, April 26 to May 4, in the Black Box ($10; students free); and **New Cuban Express and Steve Koon Latin Jazz Sextet**, May 5 at 7:30 p.m., in the Repertory Theatre. For more information, call (718) 518-4455.

**Events**

The Bronx Library Center, 310 E. Kingsbridge Rd., presents free **Bronx Book Fair**, May 5 from 11 a.m. to 7 p.m. Guests include a variety of authors. For more information, call (718) 579-4244/46/57 or visit www.nypl.org.

Church of the Holy Nativity, 3061 Bainbridge Ave. (240th Street), holds **flea market**, April 28 from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. For more information, call (718) 652-5853.

**Williamsbridge Oval presents Opioid Awareness Workshop**, April 28 from 1 to 4 p.m. For more information and to RSVP by April 27, call (718) 547-8854.

Bronx Museum of the Arts, 1040 Grand Concourse, presents **free talks, Telling the Art Deco Story of the Southern Grand Concourse**, April 28, part 1 from 11 to 11:45 a.m. and part 2 from noon to 1:30 p.m. For more information and to register, call (718) 681-7600.

**Five Boro Bike Tour** takes place on May 7. Money raised will support children’s programs at shelters for homeless families. For more information, call (646) 393-4002.

A **street naming ceremony** honoring the late Bob Fisher will take place at the northwest corner of 238th Street and Waldo Avenue. The unveiling of Andrew Sandler Way will take place on April 28 at 11 a.m. To noon. For more information, call (718) 549-7300.

The Bronx Zoo presents **Run for the Wild**, annual 5K run and family fun run/walk, April 28 at 8 a.m. Registration (includes zoo entrance): $50/adults; $40/ages 3 to 15; $40/seniors. Save $10 courtesy of Montefiore (code: MontefioreRun). Event activities include rock climbing, music and dancing, face painting, and more. Prizes are awarded to those who meet various fundraising goals. For more information, call (718) 367-1010.

**WAVE HILL** presents **Crafty Fridays at 3 p.m.** (ages 5 to 12), interactive stories, action songs, fingerplays and crafts, May 3 and 10. Teens/young adults can enjoy: **films at 1:30 p.m.** “Coco,” April 28 and “Justice League,” May 5. Adults can attend: **Knitting Circle** Thursdays at 3 p.m. For more information, call (718) 882-8239.

**Exhibits**

Bronx Museum of the Arts, 1040 Grand Concourse, presents **Oded Halahmy-Exile is Home and Moses Ros: Landing/Aterrizaje**, through July 1. For more information, call (718) 681-6000.

Lehman College’s Center for the Performing Arts (see Onstage for details).

NOTE: Items for consideration may be mailed to our office or sent to norwoodnews@norwoodnews.org, and should be received by April 30 for the next publication date of May 10.
The gathering doubled as a victory party for Luis Sepúlveda, who won his respective special election race in the southeast Bronx’s 32nd Senate District. “I’m ready to start. I’ll hit the ground running,” said Fernandez, flanked by other legislators, which also included Mayor Bill de Blasio, who came supporting Sepúlveda.

Her win makes her the first Latina to hold the seat since Naomi Rivera in 2012, lowering the ratio of women legislators to their male counterparts in office. But it also ranks her as an interim legislator, since she’s finishing a term that Gjonaj secured in November 2016 after winning the general election.

She will have to once again run in September to be the Democratic nominee heading into the November general election.

But with the Bronx overwhelmingly Democratic, securing a two-year term will be easy for Fernandez. Still, Fernandez will have to run a total of three times.

Even so, her ascension will send her to Albany and give her the advantage over other challengers on the Democratic ticket. Some names batted around as possible contenders include Sheila Sanchez and Rosanna Delgado.

DeFrancis was unavailable to tell the Norwood News whether he intends to run again.

The special election, while a major priority for the Bronx-Democratic County Committee, came and went in Norwood.

Outside Mosholu Montefiore Community Center, resident Roy Diaz said voters came in and out of the center. The real action, he said, was at neighboring Tracey Towers, a major voting poll. “Most of the people from District 80 go to Tracey Towers,” said Diaz.

For Generosa Diego, another resident, her focus was bigger picture.

“I’m a Democrat. I don’t like Trump,” said Diego. “I like Hillary. He is a liar, he is a deceiver.”

Additional reporting by Martika Ornella and Niall Ridgley
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